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A Complimentary Issue

The first and second issues of THE TECH will be dis-
tributed to THE TECH undergraduates so that they may have an opportunity to see what the paper has to offer. The paper will be full of live and up-to-date news. It is through the Undergraduate News Committee that all the Official and Activity Notices are given out. Reading THE TECH will make everything going around the Institute and always on time.

Subscriptions are all one year, to the Main Lobby or at THE TECH office, 305 Walker Memorial. The rate is $2.50 for the college year. As single copies are paid for at $1.00 during the year by subscribing.

$50,000 SPENT ON IMPROVEMENTS

The Great Court is now noticeably improved. The improvements were undertaken at the request of the alumni, and the funds have been raised by the R.P.I. Alumni Association. The improvements include the addition of new sidewalks, the repair of the old ones, the painting of the columns of the Great Court, and the addition of new foliage to the space in front of the Great Court.

ROWING SEASON WILL OPEN SOON

First Varsity Crew Weekened By Loss of Four Last Year's Men

Coach Haltzel stated yesterday that several preparations were under way to re-
new all crew aspirations next week. The racing season will begin as soon as the last man report at the boathouse. Coach Haltzel states that a new team will be formed and that the old one will be retained for training purposes.

New Student Given Handbook—Bathing Room for Students

Following the custom of previous years, this year a handbook was distributed to all the freshmen and sophomores at the beginning of the year. The handbook contains information about the boathouse, the hours of operation, and the procedures to follow in case of emergency. It also contains a list of all the officers and their duties.

DEATH OF MEN DURING SUMMER REACHES EIGHT

Airplane Fall, Disappearance and Explosion Among Those Who Lost Their Lives

STEVENS BROMLEY '24 DIES

Fishery, Shipyard, Whitehead, Anonymus, Two Brothers Lost Their Lives

Published by the Alumni Association, Editor of THE TECH. He re-entered the services of the Department of Atmospheric Science, and continued his studies in physics. He left Paris and returned to the United States in 1920. Stevens Bromley was killed during an air expedition to the coast of South America, where he was engaged in the study of the South American biological region. He was a member of the American Society of Tropical Medicine and the British Association for the Advancement of Science. He was also a member of the American Geophysical Union and the American Meteorological Society.

INSTITUTE SENDS BIG GROUP TO CONFERENCE

Silver Ray Scene of College

Gathering in June

Technology was represented by 31 graduates and 180 students from the Institute. The representatives were selected from those who had attended the Institute in the last 10 years. The purpose of the selection was to represent the students of the various colleges, and to include those who had studied in the fields of engineering, mathematics, and science. The Institute also sent a group of students to the conference in New York.

Clinic Prepares For Medical Examination

Among Those Who Lost Their Lives

The American Airlines and the remaining 12 students were lost by the British aircraft, which was carrying mail between New York and Boston. The aircraft crashed into the ocean some distance from the shore, and the bodies of the victims were recovered by the British Navy. The American Airlines had lost 12 students, and the British had lost 12 others. The bodies of the victims were identified by the dental records of the students of the various colleges.

University News

New Student Given Handbook—Bathing Room for Students

Following the custom of previous years, this year a handbook was distributed to all the freshmen and sophomores at the beginning of the year. The handbook contains information about the boathouse, the hours of operation, and the procedures to follow in case of emergency. It also contains a list of all the officers and their duties.

Clara Marley '25 Leaving School

To Enter Shoe Industry

In the South

MacDuffie chosen Head of Department

Was to Have Been Chairman of Beethoven Committee

General Manager of Show in Quarantine

Books Must Be Turned In Bed by End of This Month

Carl Matzer, General Manager of the Technical College, was turned into the show room. The papers were turned in bed by 10 o'clock, and the entire show was turned off. The show will be closed by the end of this month. The show will be turned off by the end of this month.